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as our fathers could; and there is no doubt but that the I I the full grown males advancing to reconnoitre. The old 
efforts of reformers and the general progress of culture has bulls do not journey with the herds, but have their fixed 
cxercised a potent effect toward temperance. Cases of I abiding places, always selecting the coldest spots they can 
drunkenness were rare among the thousands who visited I find for resting, and preferring to sleep on snow in the 
the Centennial. But on the other hand that very heightened shadow of some cliff. At breeding time they fight savagely 
nervous sensitiveness, which prevents our indulging in alcohol 

I 
with each other, all the old bulls killed by Colonel Prejeval

for pleasure, equally heightens the susceptibility to nervous sky bearing numerous wounds reccived in these fierce com
diseases; and of these, inebriety not being considcred, it is bats. 
well known the increase of late years has been marked. Wild yak shooting is exciting and dangerous sport, as the 

It is not necessary here to repeat the facts, which every bulls charge when wounded, and are very hard to kill. 
observer of American habits has noted over and over again, Fortunately for the hunter, their courage exceeds their de
in order to prove that we live too rapidly. For the pursuit cision in attack, giving the marksman ample opportunity to 
of wealth, we concentrate an enormous quantity and intense aim. On one occasion Colonel Prejevalsky, supported by a 
quality of work; we carry the seriousness of labor into our Russian companion and a Cossack servant, fired volley after 
amusements; we crave the sensational and the fever of con- volley at an old bull, who stood his ground until it was too 
stant excitement; and under the terrible tax put upon it, the dark for the hunters to continue the fight. The next morn
nervous force necessarily weakens. Thus, in accordance ing he was found dead with thirteen balls in his body and 
with all analogies, nervous diseases increase with the pro- three in his head. The flesh of the cows and young bulls is 
gress of modern civilization; and hence the greater preva- excellent eating; but that of the old bulls is "indescribably 
lence of the nervous disease known as inebriety during the tough." The wild yak is peculiarly characteristic of the 
present time. highlands of Thibet, where he must be seen to be appreciated. 

Dr. Beard further supports his views by inductive reason There, on the vast plains,1,500 feet above the sea, swept 
based npon extended examination. By comparing the higher 

I 
by violent storms and seamed with rocky ridges, as wild and 

and lower classes, he shows that, among the latter, such, barren as the surrounding desert, these animals swarm in 
fUlletio:lal nervous diseases as sick headache, neuralgia, and I such numbers that it is a marvel how or where they find 
11:'1 fever are wanting: while the vice of drunkenness abounds I subsistence. They also wander to the confines of Siberia, 
in its most revolting aspects. Comparing the prevalence of and are said to haunt the mountain ranges of Kan-su. 
functional nervous maladies now with the same half a cen- Another characteristic animal of the highlands of Asia is 
tury ago, he points out various diseases, such as hay fever, the argali, or mountain sheep. Colonel Prejevalsky often 
now common but then unknown. He also suggests various asked himself which was the finer beast, this or the yak; and 
refinements in nervous �rouble�, whic� are pecul�ar to the 

I 
the best answer he could give was that each was perfect in its 

present, but not to an ea�IICr, perIOd. Gomg back still further 
I 

way. The mighty size of the yak, his ponderous horns, long 
for purposes of comparison, he shows that" not only were fringe, bushy tail, and jet black color, make him a magnifi
many of the nervous maladies, so prevalent now quite un- I cent specimen of the brute creation. On the other hand, the 
known three centuries ago, but those which are common to gracefulness of the argali, his great curving horns, snowy 
those eras and ours. are far less abundant than now." Lastly breast, and proud bearing, entitle him to rank among the 
he points to the multiform nervous disorders now found noblest creatures of the desert. 
among women. The white-breasted argali (ovis Po!i) is found only in North-

There is no specific for inebriety. It is a constitutional ern Thibet. It frequents the more elevated plateaus, avoid
ailment, to be treated constitutionally. ,It is not necessarily ing steep and rugged mountains, and may often be scen 
due to alcoholism. Chloral and opium inebriety are already feeding with the wild asses and antelopes in the ravines. It 
becoming dnngerou31y common; and there are hundreds of is an exceedingly wary animal, though scarcely ever hunted, 
o her stimulants and narcotics to which resort may be had. the matchlocks of the natives being altogether useless for 
The only remedial cours� is to place the mebriate where this purpose. The more common mountain sheep of the 
alcohol or the provoking cause of his ailment cannot be had; . highlands of Central Asia (ovis aNali), ordinarily prefer the 
for �he sight �f it, or the smell o� it, will �xcite all the ��sire I most rocky places, only descending to the valleys in early 
for It. To thiS treatment, sedatIVes, tomcs, and nutntlOus. spring to graze on the young grass. Their senses are keen, 
food to build up the system may be added. '1'0 persons hav- : but they lack the wariness of their Thibetan rival. The 
ingany tendency to inebriety, the only safe course is absolute ! poorly armed Mongols and Chinese are unable to kill them 
abstinence dur ing early life. As regards the human race, I from sheer lack of skill, so let them alone. They are easily 
the disease finds its remedy in itself; for degeneracy in any stalked; and when one is killed the rest remain with it, re
direction cannot go on indefinitely; and after any qualities, gardless of the approach of the hunter. They will jump from 
good or bad, attain a certain stage of growth, they cease to considerable heights, always alighting on their feet. The 
reproduce themselves. The excessively feeble and nervous stories about their throwing themselves down steep precipices, 
stocks must perish, and the fight for existence be maintained. and alighting on their massive horns, Colonel Prejevalsky 
between the less feeble and less nervous and the well: pronounces pure nction. 
balanced and strong; and thu8, by a process of successive i A far more attractive game for the sport-loving naturalist 
eliminations, a race may be developed that shall be every, is the wild camel which abounds in Northwestern Tsaidam, 
way adapted to the complex conditions of a high civilization. ! where the country is so barren and so destitute of water that 

.. , /I) � • , the camels have to go seventy miles to drink . Reports of 
A NEW HUNTING GROUND. I the�e rare creatures have rea?hed the outer world time an.d 

With the rapid extinction of the large game 01 our Great agam, but European naturalIsts have always doubted theIr 
West, and the scarcely less rapid disappearance of the once truth; and though Colonel Prejevalsky was unable to pene
numerous herds of South Africa, there remains but one coun- I trate their country, owing to want of money, the accounts 
try with virgin attractions for the modern Nimrod. That is , he received of them were so direct and convincing that there 
also the highest, and in many respects the least known, region: remains little, if any, doubt that they are a distinct variety 
on the globe-the lofty plains of Thibet. I which has never been brought under the subjection of man. 

The first scientific traveler to penetrate that country, so , They are hunted in the desert of Tsaidam for their delicate 
zealously guarded from European invasion by both man and· flesh and fine wool, and are described as smaller and more 
Nature, is the Russian officer, Colonel Prejevalsky, who, in i slender t.han the domestic camel, "7th smaller humps and 
the triple capacity of explorer, zoologist, and sportsman, spent' more pomted noses. They are long-sIghted and keen scented, 
three years in the hitherto unexplored wastes of Mongolia: but are unable to see well at short range. That they are not 
and Northern Thibet, crossing the desert of Gobi twice and the descendants of camels escaped from domestication seems 
traveling in all upward of 7,000 miles. Of the additions altogether probable from the circumstance that the latter a-:e 
thus made to our knowledge of the geography of those' unable to procreate without assistance; besides, the new-born 
strange regions, it is not our purpose here to . speak, �or es- I domestic �amel is the most helpless creature imagina�le, and 
pecially of the rich collections of plants and ammals whICh he . has to be lIfted by hand and placed under the mother s teats. 
brought home-a large portion of. them new to Seience- ! In the �ame region (Western Tsaidam) troop� of wild .h�r�es 
though 5,000 specimens of plants, including a hundred new, are occasIOnally seen, but are more numerous III the vIClmty 
species, 37 large and 90 small mammals, 1.000 birds, embnc- ' of Lob-nor. They generally go in large herds, are very shy, 
ing 300 species, 80 specimens of fish and reptiles, and 3,500 I and when frightened continue their flight for days, and do 
insects furnish a record of scientific work well worthy of not return .to the same place for a year or two. They are never 
minute description. Our present purpose is rather to notice hunted by the Mongols and Chinese, owing to the difficulties 
the claims of this new land to the attention of the adventur- ,of the chase. Their color is uniformly bay, with black tails 
ous huntsman in search of large game. : and long manes hanging down to the ground. 

Chief among the wild beasts of Northern Thibet is the i Another interesting animal of this quarter is the kulan, or 
wild yak, which Colonel Prejevalsky describes as an animal wild ass, which ranges over Northern Thibet and Tsaidam, 
of extraordinary beauty. When full grown, the male yak but is most abundant on the steppes of Koko-nor. In size 
measures eleven feet in length, exclusive of his bushy tail, and external appearance, the kulan resembles the mule. 
which is three feet long. He stands six feet high at the shoul- They keep mostly in troops of ten to fifty, though larger 
der hump, and weighs from ten to sixteen hundred weight. herds, sometimes several hundred in number, are occasio.mlly 
His head is adorned with ponderous horns, from two to three seen about Koko-nor. Each lot of mares is led by a staHion, 
feet long, and sixteen inches in circumference at the root. i whose following depends on his age, strength, and conrage_ 
The body is covered with thick black h:lir, a deep black' Their sight and hearing are excellent, and they are very lmnl 
fringe hanging from the flanks almost to the ground. The to kill on level ground. The best time to stalk them is while 
females are smaller and less hairy, with shorter and lighter they are drinking. They are hunted for their flesh, which is 
horns. The yak is enormously strong, but has a small brain considered a great delicacy. 
and comparatively little intelligence. His sense of smell is The antelopes of Mong-olia and Thibet are smitl1, bnt nnm
very keen, but Ins SIght and hearing are defective. The fe- er011S and attractive. Specially charaeteristic of the eastern 
males, young bulls, and calves assemble in vast herds, like our part of the desert of G{)bi is the swift-footed d:wren (n. flut
American bison, to protect the young from wolves. The tnro8a), which was seen also in Western Mongolia r\TId around 
lw]'(ls make long journeys for pastnrage; and when in danger Lake Koko-nor. The dlleren [lre most frp(jlwnt.1y seen m 
they form a phalanx with the calves in the center, some of small herds; but where the pasturage is good, they fOollect in 
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droves of a tllOuHand or more. Like the Mongols, they mi
grate in search of food, traveling great distances, especially 
in summer, when the drought drives them to the rich pasture 
lands of Northern Mongolia. They belong exclusively to the 
plains, avoid hilly collnlry, and shun thickets and high grass, 
except in May, when the does seek the covert to conceal their 
young They are about the size of goats; they have great 
intelligence and keen senses, and are marvellously swift. 
They are hard to hunt, being wary, and extremely tenacious 
of life. Even with a broken leg, they can run faster than a 
horse can gallop. 

Another species (a. 81.lbgutturo,m), called by the Mongols 
the kara-sulta or black tailed, inhabits Ordos'and the desert of 
Gobi as far north as the 45th parallel of latitude, and as far 
south as Kan-su and the saline marshy plains of Tsaidam. 
Unlike the dzeren, it avoids rich pasturage, and selects for its 
habitation the wildest and most barren parts of the desert, or 
small oases in the midst of sand drifts. The explorer often 
marvelled to find them in places where no water could be found 
for sixty or seventy miles. They generally go in couples or 
in small detachments: in winter sometimes fifteen or twenty 
may be seen together. Their color is so like that of the sand 
and yellow clay that they can scarcely be distinguished, ex
cept when in motion or when standing on the summit of a 
hill. They are more shy than the dzeren, and harder to 
kill. 

In the Thibetan highlands, two remarkably beautiful ante
lopes were fOlln(l; one, called the orongo (a. Hodgsoni), being 
about as large as the dzeren; the other (IL pieticanda) one 
of the smallest antelopes known, standing only 2 feet 4 inches 
high and weighing no more than 36 Ibs. The orongo has 
a beautiful body, set on long slender legs, and elegant black 
horns standing vertically above the head. It loves the valleYil 
and rolling plains, where water abounda; and where pastur
age is abundant, they were seen in troops of several hundred. 
When trotting, the less of these swift and graceful animals 
move so quickly that at a little distance they are invisible. 
In their flight, the males follow the herd, while with -the 
dzeren and kara-sultas the males take the lead. They are 
quite fearless, and are easily approached, though, like all an
telopes, they are hard to kill, and will run a long way after 
receiving a wound. The orongo is held sacred by the Mon
gols and Tanjutans, and the horns are much prized by pH
grims and conjurors. Colonel Prejevalsky mentions as a 
prevalent superstition the belief that sometimes the orongo 
is a veritable unicorn, with a single horn growing vertically 
from the center of the head. It is quite possible, however, 
that single horned orongos may not be infrequent, as these 
pretty creatures are very pugnaeious, and may occasionally 
lose a horn in thmr fierce lmtties. 

The smaller antelope is the swiftest and most graceful of 
the antelopes of High Asia. It frequents the elevated plains, 
but prefers mountain valleys where water is plentiful. It 
goes in small herds and is exceedingly wary. Its swiftness 
is amazing ; it bounds along like a rubber ball, and when 
startled seems absolutely to fly. Both this and the orongo 
are swift runners over smooth ice. 

Among the mountains of In-Shan, Colonel Prejevalsky had 
some fine sport hunting a little mountain antell)pe which in
habits the wildest and mos� inaccessible crags of the alpine 
zones. Its favorite and almost exclusive grazing places are 
the alpine meadows and small grassy spots between the 
rocks. It is extremely timid and wary, and, when startled, 
seeks safety in rapid flight, scaling the crags with chamois
like skill and speed. Colonel Prejevalsky declares that one, 
which he had startled. suddenly sprang from a rock a hun
dred feet high and got away apparently unharmed. The 
thick fine coats of their winter skins are much prized for 
clothing. 

Second Bridge BeUveen NeW" York and Brooklyn. 
The projectors of this proposed bridge over the East River, 

between New York and Brooklyn at 77th street, by way of 
Blackwell's Island, have, in response to the invitation sent 
out, received ten separate designs and estimates from as 
many engineers. Ground will be broken as soon as a plan 
shall be decided upon. The preliminary specifications 
call for an approach on the New York side of 4,580 feet, 
1,000 feet of which is to be in form of a tunnel extending 
from Fourth to Lexington avenues. From the end of the 
tunnel, an iron superstructure, curving to the center of the 
blocks between 76th and 77th streets, and thence direct, leads 
to the river. From the pier on the brink of tiro river, Black
well's Island will be reached by a single span of 734 feet. An 
iron structure 700 feet long will tl�en lead over Blackwell's 
Island, and the channe_ between the island and the Long Island 
shore will be spanned by a single arch of 618 feet. The 
shore approach on the Long Island side will be 3,900 feet in 
length. This will give in all a total length of 10,532 feet, or 
nearly two miles. A single track tramway will run 
across the bridge. There will be, in addition to the main 
approaches, two auxiliary ones, one from Avenue A on the 
New York side and the other from Vernon avenue, Long 
Island city. The spans are to be 135 feet above mean tide 
water. Double passenger elevators arc to be placed at the 
pICrs on each side. 

IN order Umt a wedge key or collar may be saf(· against 
slipping out of its seat, ItS angle of obliquity ought not to 
exceed tho angle of repose of metal, upon metal which, to 
pl"Ovi(k for the contingency of the surfaces llCing greasy, 
lllay he bl;,'ll at. nhout 4 '.-T?llIIkI,II'. 
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